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Forward Looking Statements

Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation
Service Provider (as that term is defined in the
policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts
responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this
material.

This presentation may contain forward-looking
statements including but not limited to comments
regarding mineral resources and the timing and
content of upcoming work programs, geological
interpretations, receipt of property titles, potential
mineral recovery processes, etc. Forward-looking
statements address future events and conditions and
therefore, involve inherent risks and uncertainties.
Actual results may differ materially from those
currently anticipated in such statements. The
Company does not undertake to update any forward
looking information in this presentation or other
communications unless required by law.

Disclaimer
The technical information in this corporate presentation 
was reviewed and approved by Claude Duplessis, P.Eng., 
of GoldMinds Geoservices Inc., who is a Qualified Person 
in accordance with National Instrument 43-101.

The technical data on exploration results and potential 
target contained in this presentation have all been 
publicly disclosed in news releases issued since 2019 by 
Nord Precious Metals Mining Inc. (formerly Canada Silver 
Cobalt Works Inc.) which was the previous operator of 
Graal. The technical data was also included in the report 
published in January 2024, entitled, NI 43-101 
Technical Report Graal Nickel & Copper Project, 
Saguenay-Lac-St-Jean Quebec, Canada, dated:  January 
17, 2024, prepared by Claude Duplessis P.Eng. 
GoldMinds Geoservices Inc. and Hugues Guérin Tremblay 
P.Geo. Laurentia Exploration Inc., both qualified persons 
in accordance with National Instrument 43-101.

Qualified Person
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Advance to  production
• Drill for a 43-101 Resource

• Metallurgical studies to produce 
high-purity Class 1 nickel

• Work on community engagement

• Expand mineralization initially along 
the 6 km strike length

• Explore potential for an additional 
deposit at depth with possibly   
even higher grades 

Coniagas key focus

Graal drill core showing massive sulphide mineralization 
containing nickel, copper and cobalt.

the graal
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30-60 million tonnes
Estimated potential near-surface target based 
on previous drilling by Virginia Mines and 
SOQUEM 1996-2004. Grades range from:

• 0.60-0.80% nickel 
• 0.30-0.50% copper
• 0.10-0.15% cobalt

Target has not been updated to include the 
substantial newly discovered mineralization 
during the 2021-2022 drilling program

potential SIZE of deposit
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Discovery Zone

MHY Zone

Gravi Zone



• Year-round road access 
and close to the Chute des 
Passes power plant for 
low-carbon mining

• Adjacent to the Arianne 
Phosphate Mine property 
with access to planned 
infrastructure in the area

• Close to Saguenay, a 
regional hub and 
developed industrial area 
with an ocean port

infrastructure
GRAAL PROPERTY

PASSES DANGEREUSES
HYDRO DAM

CHUTES DES PASSES
POWER PLANT

PORT OF SAGUENAY
OCEAN PORT

CITY OF SAGUENAY
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Exploration highlights
• Successful exploration program – geophysical 

targeting followed by drilling – hitting mineralization 
in almost every hole and confirming the open-pit 
deposit model

• Airborne geophysics showed a large Bouguer gravity 
anomaly on the 6,113 hectare property 

• Drilling confirmed a Ni-Cu-PGE anorthositic hosted 
magmatic sulphide deposit with platinum and 
palladium by product (intrusive igneous rock 
composed predominantly of calcium-rich plagioclase 
feldspar)

• 6 km mineralized strike length (red line on map) as 
well as numerous intersections in the Discovery Zone 
to the west



• Hit massive and semi-massive sulphides in all 
but one hole. Intersected high grades of nickel 
and copper with cobalt byproduct near the 
surface with showings of platinum and 
palladium

• Up to 1.07% Nickel Equivalent or 2.26% 
Copper Equivalent* over 28.9 meters mostly at 
shallow depths of only 50-100 meters

• Completed 16,788.25m of diamond drilling in 
addition to benefiting from the 6,885m of 
historic drilling along with airborne, magnetic, 
gravity, VTEM, SQUID, borehole EM types of 
geophysics

NI 43-101 Technical Report dated Jan. 17, 2024 

drill results
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*Equivalents calculated March 13, 2024 on basis of 
US$/tonne Nickel $18,134.00, Copper $8,560.55 and 
Cobalt $28,550.00. See table on page 18. 

https://coniagas.com/reports/2024jan.pdf


Large conductor 
identified by geophysics 
to be further drilled
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Conceptual model

The mostly shallow drilling so far has been
on the edge of a large Bouguer gravity bowl with
the likelihood of a significant deposit at depth
near the bottom of the large gravity bowl
(which is usual in these types of deposits). 

We believe we are here
in the contact breccia

We want to move here 
into net textured and 
massive sulphide centre
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Most of the property was staked and
only $60,000 was paid to consolidate
adjacent properties. Previous drilling
results obtained essentially for free.

$6 million spent on geophysics and drilling
demonstrated a large deposit, confirmed the 
deposit model, discovered new high-grade
zones, and provided a strong basis for
planning for expansion.

Minimal costs Productive spend

Shareholder value creation & Next steps

Next steps
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Peer comparison

location valuation
Graal is less than 200 km from the ocean port of 
Saguenay versus Nisk being further north at 
about 700 km from Saguenay.

Graal’s drill results are comparable to those at 
Power Nickel's Nisk, both are at similar stages of 
exploration, close to roads and low-carbon 
renewable hydro power.
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Technical team

A veteran metallurgical engineer and mill expert
with 40 years in experience. As Nord Precious Metals’
CEO, he recognized the battery metals' significance,
acquiring properties in Ontario and Quebec. Frank has
extensive battery metals expertise, including work with
Agnico Eagle and developing the Re-2Ox process for
Ni and Co sulphates for battery manufacturing.

Claude Duplessis, P.Eng. Frank basa, P.Eng.
The President of GoldMinds GeoServices in Quebec City,
an Independent Qualified Person in accordance with National
Instrument 43-101 and known for successful global mining
exploration. Claude, working closely with Frank, identified
promising battery metals properties. He supervised Graal’s
exploration, revealing its mining potential, primarily relying
on Laurentia Exploration for drilling in the Saguenay area.
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Reasons to 
Invest
Nickel at Graal is contained in sulphides, 
easier and cheaper to process than laterite 
nickel deposits and convert into clean 
Class 1 nickel sulphate for EV batteries.

Quality of Mineralization

Efficiencies of Scale
Mining at Graal will be from an open pit 
less expensive than at most other nickel 
sulphide deposits in the world which are 
usually located deep underground.

Offset the Costs
Graal has the benefit of substantial 
copper and cobalt by-products to 
offset mining costs and supply critical 
metals needed for the energy 
transition.
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Following the 
Trend

Geopolitical tensions have prompted 
long-term decisions on moving supply 

chains back to North America

Onshoring

Decarbonisation
Sources of low-carbon nickel will be 

more competitive globally as western 
firms adopt ethical sourcing

Renewable Energy
Government commitment is 

accelerating the energy transition and 
flattening the cost curve 
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Share structure

Nord Precious Metals
Nord shareholders2

Globex (previous owner of a portion of Graal)

Management/Others (escrowed)

Free Float3

11,750,300 shares
11,749,200 shares
501,000 shares
3,000,000 shares

10,000,000 shares TSXV: COS

36.7% (plus 5,874,600 warrants)
36.7% (plus 5,874,600 warrants)
1.5% (plus 250,000 warrants)
9.5%

Ownership post-financing

Shares outstanding1:

Warrants (@ $0.40):

Financing share price:

Market capitalization:

30,250,000

15,250,000

$0.25

$7,600,000

(1) Details announced in the Listing Application February 29, 2024 filed on Sedar.com. 
(2) Half distributed to CCW shareholders on March 15, 2024 with rest to be distributed to CCW shareholders of record on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd annual 

anniversary dates. 
(3) Shares distributed to CCW shareholders upon closing + shares issued in financing (following 4-month hold). Excludes the shares owned by Nord 

Precious Metals.
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Corporate Communications
wayne@coniagas.com
416-710-2410

President & CEO
frank@coniagas.com
416-625-2342

Frank j. basa, p. eng. Wayne cheveldayoff
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appendix
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2021-2022 GRAAL drilling

Phase 1 and 2 involved 16,788.25m of diamond drilling
that intercepted various amounts of nickel-copper-
cobalt  (Ni-Cu-Co) with minor amounts of platinum-
palladium (PGE)

Equivalents calculated on March 13, 2024 based on 
US$/tonne Nickel $18,134.00, Copper $8,560.55 and 
Cobalt $28,550.00.
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1700m long by 850m wide
FL-TDEM Survey identified a geophysical anomaly with high
conductance. Bore hole electromagnetic surveys conducted
on selected targets

FL-TDEM = Fixed Loop Time
Domain Electromagnetic Survey

FL-TDEM Grid (blue lines),
High Conductivity Zone (white line)

geophysics



Royalties on only two groups of claims
comprising less than half of the Graal property. 

The 23 claims acquired from Globex have a 2%
Gross Metal Royalty. The 16 claims acquired from
SOQUEM/COULON JV have a total of 2% Net
Smelter Royalty (NSR) where 1% can be
purchased for $750,000.

No royalty for the rest of the claims forming the
Graal property.

Claims and royalties
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Large conductor to 
be further drilled
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Drillhole highlights mhy zone
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Including
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Drillhole highlights gravi zone

Tsx-v: CBM 25
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Drillhole highlights discovery zone

Tsx-v: CBM 28
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